COST Action IS1405: Building Intrapartum Research Through Health ("Birth").
An Interdisciplinary whole system approach to understanding and contextualising physiological labour and birth
Training School February 12th to 14th 2018

INNOVATION IMPLEMENTATION IN PRACTICE THROUGH INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH
Program

Monday  
*When Sciences meets Art.*
Getting familiar with a very special place
**Workshop 1**  
Presenting/discussing ideas and projects
**Questions and inspirations.**
Exhibition of your photographs

Tuesday  
*Examples of successful innovation*
**Workshop 2**  
Project development and elaboration
**The green cathedral: walking - a research method in art**

Wednesday  
*How to spread and anchor innovation*
**Workshop 3**  
Communicating innovation
**Results and inspirations: conclusion of the Training School**
«Do you know what taking a walk actually is?»

To take a walk means to acquire the world and to praise concidence.
Rhizom

A rhizom is what Deleuze\(^1\) calls an "image of thought," based on the botanical rhizome, which is a stem of plants that sends out roots and shoots from its nodes.

Rhizomatic research and learning

The community is not the path to understanding or accessing the curriculum; rather, THE COMMUNITY IS THE CURRICULUM. (Cormier, 2008)
Rhizomatic research and learning is to

1) Gain orientation
2) Choose a direction
3) Network with other ideas
4) Bundle knowledge and ideas
5) Focus results
6) Document processes/results
7) ....and start again....
Flipcharts
Looking forward to a rhozomatic Training School